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ABSTRACT 
A simple statistical procedure for estimating the proportion 
of plus (or negative) genetics deviates in univariate normal 
populations is described and illustrated with a numerical ex-
ample. The procedure for the bivariate normal situation is dis-
cussed, but no numerical illustration of the results was obtained. 
The points of intersection for two bivariate normals projected on 
the plane defined by the two variables is an ellipse. The dif-
ference in areas beyond the points of intersection for the pair 
of bivariate normals yields the proportion of genetic deviates of 
the specified type. 
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In order to make genetic advance in the mean value of a character under 
selection it is essential that genetic variation be present. Given the genetic 
and the environmental variances and that the yields are normally distributed it 
is possible to estimate the proportion of genetic deviates in a population which 
exceed some prescribed value, say Zo or Z-.1.. Also, given two genetically vari-
able populations with the same e:nvironmental variance it is possible to compare 
the relative proportion of genetic deviates exceeding some prescribed value, say 
q, in one population as compared to the other. In the past, geneticists have 
fitted normal distributions to each of the two populations and then have compared 
the relative proportions in given class intervals. This is a somewhat laborious 
procedure, and the purpose of this note is to describe a simplification which is 
simple computationally. T.he procedure described relies on the normality assump-
tion concerning yields and on existing tables of the unit normal deviate. The 
results are illustrated with an example. 
Selection on two characters siwltaneousl.y would involve use of the bivariate 
normal distribution and the corresponding tables. Some discussion of this pro-
blem is presented herein, but a full solution was not obtained. No numerical 
application of these results is given,as further work is required. 
Univariate Normal Distribution 
If the assumption of normality of the distribution of observations for a 
given character, say X1 , is tenable, then a relatively simple procedure exists 
for estimating the proportion of genetic deviates in a genet~cally variable 
population which exceeds some prescribed value. Suppose that the estimated 
environmental variance f~r X1 is s~ and suppose that the estimated phenotypic 
variance is s;=s:+s; = environmental variance plus genetic variance. Now if two 
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normal curves are centered at ~ and if one has variance s~ and the other has 
variance ~ > s~ 1 they could be represented as in Figure 1. These two curves 
Figure 1. Two normal curves centered at J.1 and with variances s~ and si > s~ • 
intersect at the points q and Yo • Now at either point the ordinates of the 
curves are equal and the two points q and 2o are identical except for sign. 
Therefore, setting the ordinates equal we obtain: 
Taking logarithms of both sides results in: 
Solving, 
, 
2 2 2 
where s1 = Bp - Be • 
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The difference in the tail areas between these two norm3l distributions 
may be expressed as 
p {X1;~ > ~} _ p {X•;~ > ~} 
Sp . Sp Sa Be 
and obtained from normal deviate tables. 
As a numerical illustration of the above suppose that s~ = 0.509, s~ = 0.911 
and s; = 0.402. Then zo-~ is computed as: 
Therefore, for ~ = 2.6o, ZO = 2.60 + 0.82 = 3.42 • T.be area to the right of 
~ = 0•82 - 1.15 is equal to 12.5% (from normal deviate tables) and the area 
Be /'0.509 -
to the right of ~ = 0•82 = 0.86 is equal to 19.5%. Therefore, the latter 
Sp /0.911 
area minus the former is an estimate of the proportion of positive genetic devi-
ates in the population, ioe., 19.5%- 12~5% = 7.0%. 
Taking any other point, say 22 = 4.oo, the proportion of plus genetic devi-
ates is estimated by 
For the above example, the area to the right of ~ = ~ = 1.96 is 2.5~ and 
8 a .., • 509 
~ 1.4 the area to the right of s = = 1.47 is 7-lcfo. Therefore the estimated 
p /"0.911 
proportion of plus genetic deviates to the right of~ = 4.00 is 7.1%- 2.5% 
= 4.6%. 
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Bivariate Normal Distribution 
Suppose that we have a bivariate normal distribution for two characters 
X1 and X2 with parameters Ill 1 1-12 1 ai , a~, and Pl. 2 and suppose that this curve 
represents the distribution when only environmental effects are present. Now 
suppose that both environmental and genetic effects are present and the para-
meters of the bivariate norma.l distribution for the two characters X1 and X2 
are I-Ll, 1-12 1 ~ >a!, o! >~ 1 and P34 • The intersection of the two bivariate normals 
is obtained by equating the two bivariate nornals, thus: 
t {(?l•lll t + (Ze -lla )2 _ 2 Pa• (Z, -Ill HZa -f.12 )} 
~ ~ ~~ 
Taking logarithms of both sides and re~ranging terms we obtain: 
or rewriting, 
where the constants C1 are functions of the variances and correlations and the 
W1 = Z1 - J.J. 1 • The projection of the intersection on the X1 X2 plane yields an 
ellipse. The area between the t1v0 bivariate normals in any given quadrant yields 
the proportion of genetic deviates of the desired type. Thus, if high values of 
both X1 and Xe were considered desirable then only positive roots for ~ and ~ 
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in the preceding quadratic equation would be used; if' low Xa values and high X1 
values were desired then negative solutions for Zg and positive solutions for Z:!_ 
~rould be the admissible values in the preceding quadratic equation, and so on. 
As pointed out by Cramer, Mathematical Methods of Statistics, page 290, the 
mass in the first and third quadrants for the above pair of bivariate normals 
1 1 l 1 
would be ~ + 2iT arcsin Pl-s and 4 + 27f arcsin Pa4 , respectively, and the mass 
1 1 1 1 . in the second and fourth quadrants would be t - 21rarcsin p11 and 4 - 271" arcs~n 
Ps 4 , respectively. Hence a rough approximation of the proportion of genetic 
deviates in a given quadrant would be obtained as the difference of means for 
the corresponding bivariates. A more precise evaluation would be obtained from 
where f(W1 ) = ~ ll1 ± Jc;vi;, -4Ca (C1 Wf+C4 )/2Ca = 1~ and where only positive or 
negative roots of W1 and W2 are allowed depending on which quadrant one is inter-
ested in. 
A numerical example has not yet been worked, but it should be possible to do 
this by using published results, e.g., National Bureau of standards Applied 
Mathematics Series 50 (u.s. Government Printing Office, 1958). 
